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Employing internal quantum systems as reference frames is a crucial concept in quantum gravity,
gauge theories and quantum foundations whenever external relata are unavailable. In this work,
we give a comprehensive and self-contained treatment of such quantum reference frames (QRFs) for
the case when the underlying configuration space is a finite Abelian group, significantly extending
our previous work [1]. The simplicity of this setup admits a fully rigorous quantum informationtheoretic analysis, while maintaining sufficient structure for exploring many of the conceptual and
structural questions also pertinent to more complicated setups. We exploit this to derive several
important structures of constraint quantization with quantum information-theoretic methods and to
reveal the relation between different approaches to QRF covariance. In particular, we characterize the
“physical Hilbert space” — the arena of the “perspective-neutral” approach — as the maximal subspace that admits frame-independent descriptions of purifications of states. We then demonstrate
the kinematical equivalence and, surprising, dynamical inequivalence of the “perspective-neutral”
and the “alignability” approach to QRFs. While the former admits unitaries generating transitions
between arbitrary subsystem relations, the latter, remarkably, admits no such dynamics when requiring symmetry-preservation. We illustrate these findings by example of interacting discrete particles,
including how dynamics can be described “relative to one of the subystems”.
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While reference frames are ubiquitous in physics, our
archetypical picture of such “rods and clocks” is still
painted in terms of classical physical objects. However,
all physics is ultimately quantum, and thus it is crucial
to realize that frames of reference are ultimately quantum systems, too. The consequences of this fundamental insight permeate several areas of physics, including
quantum gravity [2–9], quantum thermodynamics [10–
18], quantum information theory [19–26], and the foundations of quantum physics [27–37].
In this work, we are concerned with an internal or
structural notion of quantum reference frames (QRFs)
as considered, for example, in Refs. [38–59]. Not only
does this notion of QRFs acknowledge that reference
frames are quantum, but it also admits the possibility
to transform between different QRFs that are, for example, relative to each other in superposition states. This
perspective is natural if, as for example in some scenarios in quantum gravity and gauge theories, or the PageWootters mechanism [60–63], a distinguished external
reference frame may be unavailable, which implies that
one has to choose a QRF among the internal quantum
subsystems of which there may be many.
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FIG. 1. As in Ref. [1], we consider a finite Abelian group G (in
this picture G = Zn ) that plays a double role: first, as a classical configuration space that serves as a distinguished basis
of a one-particle Hilbert space H = C(G): second, as a group
of “translations” that acts on this space. We consider N distinguishable particles in some quantum state ρS ∈ L(H⊗N ),
potentially entangled with an unspecified purifying ancillary
system A. Based on simple postulates, we study the resulting
quantum symmetries and properties of such “G-systems” S.

The resulting genuine quantum symmetries [1] lead
to novel phenomena like the frame-dependence of superposition and entanglement [1, 38–40, 44, 46, 50] or
the very notion of subsystem [46]. One specific goal,
realized e.g. for relativistic spin [48], is that this larger
class of QRF transformations allows us to simplify the
physical description: if we do not know how to handle
the quantum case, let us perform a QRF transformation
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that renders some of the subsystems classical. This is arguably the main idea that underlies recent attempts to
formulate a quantum version of Einstein’s equivalence
principle [64–66].
Given the ambitious hopes associated to this notion of
QRFs, and also the technical subtleties involved in the
case of continuous symmetries (see e.g. Refs. [19, 34]),
it is crucial to study QRFs in special cases that admit
a technically simple, mathematically rigorous treatment
which allows us to expose structural and conceptual
aspects in complete clarity. The case of finite Abelian
groups is arguably the best candidate for this: its finitedimensionality admits a rigorous quantum informationtheoretic treatment, and explicit diagonalization is possible via the discrete Fourier transform. However, this
special case is already complex enough to encompass
interesting physical scenarios like the “paradox of the
third particle” [1, 59]. Moreover, as we will see below,
it is rich enough to demonstrate important structures of
constraint quantization which appears in canonical approaches to quantum gravity and gauge theories.
In this paper, we give a comprehensive treatment
of internal QRFs for finite Abelian groups.
This
extends and generalizes results of our previous publication [1], but adds many important novel results and
insights. In particular, and in contrast to Ref. [1], we
explicitly demonstrate kinematical equivalence of the
“perspective-neutral” approach to QRFs [39, 41–47],
which invokes constraint quantization, with the one
based on “aligning states to the QRF” [1, 40] in this
context, which in those references, in turn, was shown
to be equivalent to the QRF approach developed in
Refs. [38, 48, 49, 54, 55]. Moreover, we classify the
symmetry-preserving dynamics of systems subject to
such quantum symmetries, and use this to demonstrate
the dynamical inequivalence of these two approaches.
Despite relying on some of the results of Ref. [1], the
presentation is fairly self-contained. Readers may want
to consult Ref. [1] occasionally for the proofs of some
statements or for more details about the paradox of the
third particle.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we recapitulate, consolidate and generalize our results
of Ref. [1]: we introduce the notion of a “G-system”
as a quantum system that holds a finite Abelian group
as its configuration space. We show how QRF transformations appear as the symmetries of such systems,
analyze the structure of those transformations, and determine two classes of symmetric observables: “invariant” and “relational” observables, related to incoherent
resp. coherent group averaging. We show that these
encode the subalgebras of observables that are measurable without access to an external reference frame,
where the relational observables are further characterized as those measurable on the maximal subspace of
states of the G-system that can be purified with an ancilla in an external-frame-independent manner. We in-

troduce and contrast two different ways to describe relational quantum physics: via alignable states and via relational states, where the latter are the states underlying the
“perspective-neutral” approach. We also summarize the
notion of “relational trace” introduced in Ref. [1], which
generalizes the partial trace to G-systems.
In Section III, we prove that relational and alignable
states are kinematically equivalent. In Section IV, we
classify the possible dynamics that respects a G-system’s
quantum symmetries. We show that relational states admit a much larger class of such symmetry-preserving
dynamics than alignable states, and illustrate this by example of N interacting particles on the discrete circle.
Specifically, alignable states do not admit any symmetry
preserving unitary dynamics that can generate superpositions of subsystem relations. Finally, we conclude in
Section V.
II.

FINITE ABELIAN GROUPS: KINEMATICS

We consider physical systems that can be interpreted
as “quantizations of symmetric classical systems” in a
certain sense — in fact, we will see later that our scenario and its mathematical structures are closely related
to the quantization of gauge theories. Our starting point
is a finite Abelian group G that we interpret as a classical configuration space. For example, the cyclic group
Zn = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1} with addition modulo n can be
interpreted as a set of n equiangular points on a circle,
see Figure 1. Imagine N distinguishable particles that
can be placed somewhere on this discrete circle, where
we allow that different particles may occupy the same
place. A configuration of the N particles is then given
by an N -tuple g = (g1 , g2 , . . . , gN ) with gi ∈ G.
We will now postulate that “physics is translationinvariant” in a natural, but very specific sense. Think
of an observer (say, Alice) that is presented with a given
N -particle configuration. Under translation-invariance,
the observer will not be able to determine which of the
positions represents the origin, 0. Alice may arbitrarily
declare one of the positions as 0 and describe the configuration by g; but then another observer (say, Bob) may
choose a different origin and describe the configuration
instead by g0 = gg := (gg1 , . . . , ggN ), where g −1 ∈ G denotes the group element that translates Alice’s choice of
origin to Bob’s.
While Alice and Bob may disagree on the location of
the origin (and other facts), there are also some structures on which they agree. In fact, postulating the structures on which they agree will serve as our definition of the
physical symmetry. We will make the following two natural assumptions:
(i) For any given single configuration, Alice and Bob
agree on the pairwise relations between the particles. That is, if Alice chooses description g,
then Bob must choose some description g0 , where
−1
gi−1 gj = g 0 i gj0 for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }.
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Let us introduce some notation to formalize this assumption which will be useful in the following. We
write
(g, hg) = (g, h1 g, h2 g, . . . , hN −1 g)

(g ∈ G, h ∈ G N −1 ),

and note that h encodes all pairwise relations by encoding all relations to the first particle. Namely, gi = hi−1 g1
(with the convention h0 = e), and thus gj = hj−1 h−1
i−1 gi .
Then the assumption says that if Alice chooses description (g, hg), then Bob must choose (g 0 , hg 0 ) for some
g 0 ∈ G.
Furthermore, we assume:
(ii) For any given pair of two possible configurations,
Alice and Bob agree on whether one is a global
translation of the other (and which one) or not.
Think of two possible preparation procedures that result
in configurations which Alice would describe by g and
j, respectively. Bob will in general choose two different
descriptions, g0 and j0 . However, if j is a global translation of g, i.e. if there is some g ∈ G such that

other words, there is no background structure that allow us
to identify configurations across different runs of the experiment. We can also interpret g and j as different modalities,
i.e. as different possibilities of what could, in any single
implementation, actually be the case. Then our scenario
is constructed such that the different modalities (“possible worlds”) can be translated independently from one
another. In the quantum case, this will then also apply
to different branches of the wave function.
Let us turn to the quantum case. Now the N -particle
configurations correspond to orthonormal vectors of a
Hilbert space H⊗N , where H = span{|gi | g ∈ G} =
C(G) is the Hilbert space of complex functions on the
group. Alice and Bob will now describe quantum states
instead of classical configurations, and their different
choices of description are related by a unitary U . Since
we think of this as a quantization of the classical system,
we make a third and final assumption:
(iii) Alice and Bob agree on the set of basis vectors
{|gi | g ∈ G N }, but not in general on the labelling
of these basis vectors, except to the extent described by assumptions (i) and (ii).

j = gg, i.e. (j1 , j2 , . . . , jN ) = (gg1 , gg2 , . . . , ggN ),
then we assume that Bob agrees on this fact: his two
descriptions are then also related by
0
0
j0 = gg0 , i.e. (j10 , j20 , . . . , jN
) = (gg10 , gg20 , . . . , ggN
).

Since we are not assuming more than this, our assumptions encode a specific version of backgroundindependence, which we now illustrate by an example.
Suppose that N = 3 (and G = Zn for n ≥ 8), and Alice
describes two possible configurations as
g = (0, 1, 2),

j = (0, 1, 3).

One possible choice of descriptions for Bob, consistent
with our assumptions, is given by
g0 = (0, 1, 2),

j0 = (4, 5, 7).

At first sight, this is counterintuitive. Intuitively, one
would perhaps think of a “choice of description” as concretely happening in the following way: Alice is presented with a certain N -particle configuration, and she
makes a choice to describe it by g. This, in particular, implies a certain choice of origin, e = 0. Alice now plants
a little flag at the (e = 0)-site of the discrete circle and
fixes the physical origin once and for all. Then, in the
second run of the experiment, when she is presented another configuration, her little flag will break translationinvariance and allow her to give a unique description j
of the configuration.
But if this was the case, then the above choices of descriptions would be inconsistent: g = g0 would then imply j = j0 . Hence, our two assumptions (together with
our choice of not postulating any additional assumptions)
imply that “planting a flag” in this form is impossible. In

A.

G-systems and their symmetries

The three assumptions above lead us to the following
definition. We use the notation Ug for the g-translation,
i.e. Ug |ji = |gji for j ∈ G.
Definition 1 (G-system). Given some finite Abelian group
G =
6 {1}, a G-system is a quantum system described by a
(kinematical) Hilbert space H⊗N , where H = C(G). It carries
a distinguished orthonormal basis
{|gi = |g1 , g2 , . . . , gN i | gi ∈ G}.
Every unitary transformation U with the following properties
is a symmetry of the G-system:
1. U maps classical configurations to classical configurations, i.e. U |gi = |g0 i.
2. On the classical configurations, U preserves all pairwise relations, i.e. U |g, hgi = |g 0 , hg 0 i.
3. If some classical configuration is a global g-translation
of another one, then U preserves this fact, i.e.
|gi = Ug⊗N |ji ⇒ U |gi = Ug⊗N (U |ji) .
The group of symmetries U is denoted Usym .
When we say that unitaries U ∈ Usym are symmetries
of the G-system, then this amounts to the claim that any
quantum state ρ and its transformed version U ρU † are
physically indistinguishable if the G-system is considered in isolation, i.e. without any external relatum. We
can certainly imagine that we modify the physical scenario in a way that breaks the symmetry — for example,
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we can add another quantum system close to the origin
e of the G-system and make it interact with it, such that
the strength of interaction is larger for G-system particles that are closer to the origin. Such a system would
then serve as an external reference frame. In fact, we
may argue that the very possibility of doing something
like this is crucial: writing down a definition that distinguishes |gi from |ggi, for example, assumes that there is
in principle a matter of fact in the world that motivates
this distinction to begin with.
The symmetry group can be described as follows:
Lemma 2 (Ref. [1], Lemma 5). The symmetry group of a
G-system is



 M
⊗N
g(h) ∈ G .
(1)
Ug(h)
Usym =


N −1
h∈G

That is, the symmetries are the relation-conditional translations: depending on the pairwise relations h, a global translation by some g(h) is implemented.
This symmetry group Usym is much larger than the
group G which has originally defined our Hilbert space.
Usym is the discrete analog of gauge transformations
that depend on gauge-invariant field configurations in
a field theory, while G is the discrete analog of fieldindependent gauge transformations. Note that every
choice of pairwise relations h spans a subspace Hh :=
span{|g, hgi | g ∈ G}, and the total Hilbert space is
L
⊗N
H⊗N = h∈G N −1 Hh . In Eq. (1), each of the Ug(h)
acts,
by definition, only on the subspace Hh .
We can already see at this point that these symmetry
transformations implement versions of the QRF transformations that have been described in earlier publications, e.g. Refs. [38, 40]:
Example 3. Consider N = 3 particles (labelled A, B and C)
on a discrete circle of n ≥ 4 points, i.e. on a Zn -system. Set
g(1, 2) := −2 ≡ n − 2,

g(1, 3) := −3 ≡ n − 3,

and define g(h) arbitrarily for all other choices of h ∈ Z2n .
L
⊗N
Then U :=
h Ug(h) is a symmetry transformation. Consider the state
|ψi := |0iA ⊗ |1iB ⊗

|2iC + |3iC
√
.
2

Applying U to it, we obtain

state relative to A, and |ψ 0 i relative to C (since these particles
are located in the origin).
We also see that |ψi is a product state while |ψ 0 i is entangled — hence, at least formally, notions of correlation and
entanglement become dependent on the choice of description.
B.

Invariant and relational observables

Which observables can we measure internally on
an isolated G-system without access to an external
symmetry-breaking degree of freedom? These are the
observables that are invariant under all symmetry transformations:
Definition 4 (Ref. [1], Definition 7). We define the invariant subalgebra as
Ainv := {A ∈ L(H⊗N ) | [U, A] = 0 for all U ∈ Usym },

where L(H⊗N ) denotes the linear maps (operators) on H⊗N .
These are the operators that are invariant under all symmetry
transformations A 7→ U AU † . The self-adjoint elements A =
A† ∈ Ainv are called invariant observables.

To write down Ainv explicitly, consider the characters [67] of the finite Abelian group G. A character is
a homomorphism χ : G → S 1 , where S 1 is the complex
unit circle, i.e. χ(gh) = χ(g)χ(h) for all g, h ∈ G. These
are exactly the irreducible (and thus automatically onedimensional) representations of G; according to different
conventions of nomenclature, they are called irreducible
characters [69]. We denote the set of all characters of G
by Ĝ, and we have |G| = |Ĝ|. The well-known orthogP
onality relation g∈G χ(g)χ0 (g) = |G| δχ,χ0 implies that
the states
1 X
|h; χi := p
χ(g −1 )|g, hgi
(h ∈ G N −1 , χ ∈ Ĝ)
|G| g∈G
are an orthonormal basis of H⊗N . They are eigenstates
of the global translations:
Ug⊗N |h; χi = χ(g)|h; χi for all g ∈ G.
We can think of the |h; χi as discrete analogues of “total
momentum eigenstates”. This becomes most transparent in the special case of G = Zn :

Example 5 (Cyclic group; Ref. [1], Example 8). For G =
Zn , i.e. the discrete circle of Figure 1, we have
χk (g) = e

2πikg
n

(k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}),

and the eigenstates are
| − 2iA ⊗ | − 1iB + | − 3iA ⊗ | − 2iB
√
|ψ 0 i := U |ψi =
⊗|0iC .
2
The quantum states |ψi and |ψ 0 i are related by a symmetry
transformation; hence they are physically indistinguishable
without access to any external frame of reference. We can see
|ψi and |ψ 0 i as two possible descriptions of the same physical
situation: |ψi can be viewed as the description of the quantum

n−1
1 X − 2πikg
|h; χk i = √
e n |g, hgi,
n g=0

where hg = h + g mod n ≡ (h1 + g mod n, . . . , hN −1 +
g mod n). That is, the position eigenbasis |g, hgi and the
character (“momentum”) eigenbasis |h; χk i are related by a
discrete Fourier transform.
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Before characterizing the invariant subalgebra, let us
look at an even smaller subalgebra. Consider the relational or physical Hilbert space
Hphys := H1 = span{|h; 1i | h ∈ G N −1 },
where 1 ∈ Ĝ is the character with 1(g) = 1 for all g ∈ G.
The choice of name comes from the fact that Hphys is the
discrete analog of the so-called physical Hilbert space
of constraint quantization. As we shall see later, it is the
arena of the “perspective-neutral” approach to quantum
frame covariance. It is easy to see that Hphys consists of
all vectors that are invariant under Usym ,
Hphys = {|ψi ∈ H⊗N | U |ψi = |ψi for all U ∈ Usym }.
Let us denote the subalgebra of operators that are fully
supported on Hphys by Aphys , the relational subalgebra.
Clearly, Aphys ⊂ Ainv , but the invariant subalgebra is
strictly larger than the relational subalgebra:
Lemma 6 (Ref. [1], Lemma 10). The invariant subalgebra
consists of the block matrices of the form




M
Ainv = Aphys ⊕
ah;χ |h; χihh; χ| ,


N −1
,χ6=1

h∈G

under a change of description (since Aphys ⊂ Ainv ), but
also the quantum information that these states carry about
other systems is invariant under a change of description. To see this, consider some ancillary system A with
dim A ≥ dim S that purifies the state ρS of the G-system
S, i.e. ρS = TrA |ΨihΨ|SA . As usual in quantum information theory, we regard A as unavailable to the agent
and leave it completely unspecified. After all, we want
to preserve the quantum information held by S about
any other quantum system A, which is why we will not
make any further assumptions on A. In particular, A
may or may not carry any symmetries related to those
of S.
Then we obtain the following characterization:
Lemma 7. For all purifications |ΨiSA of every state ρS ∈
Aphys , it holds
US ⊗ 1A |ΨihΨ|SA US† ⊗ 1A = |ΨihΨ|SA ∀ US ∈ Usym .
Conversely, all mixed states ρS with this property are elements of Aphys .
Proof. Suppose that ρS ∈ Aphys , then every purification
can be written in the form
Xp
|ΨiSA =
λi |iiS ⊗ |iiA ,
i

where Aphys ∈ Aphys , and the ah;χ are complex numbers.
Thus, our quantum symmetries impose an emergent
superselection rule: we cannot measure observables
with coherences between different characters χ, or between different relations h — unless χ = 1, in which
case we are dealing with relational states and observables.
To understand the different roles of Ainv and Aphys ,
let us look at the states. Invariant states ρ ∈ Ainv are
those that are independent of the choice of description,
U ρU † = ρ for all U ∈ Usym . Different observers who use
different descriptions (and are thus related by symmetry
transformations) will agree on the description of these
states; in this sense, they become speakable information.
In fact, if σ ∈ S(H⊗N ) is an arbitrary (not in general
invariant) state, then

where, according to [1, Lemma 11],
1

X

|Usym |

U ∈Usym

U σU †

ρS =

(2)

is the projection of ρ into Ainv . Thus, if we take the perspective that only the invariant observables are physically meaningful, then the physically relevant content
of any state is given by its projection into the invariant
subalgebra.
States on the physical subspace Hphys have a stronger
symmetry property: not only are those states invariant

d
X
i=1

λi |iihi| +

X
h,χ6=1

λh;χ |h; χihh; χ|,

where d = dim Hphys , {|ii} is an orthonormal basis of
Hphys , and the λ• are all non-negative and sum to one.
A particular purification of ρS is
|ΨiSA =

tr(σA) = tr(Πinv (σ)A) for all A ∈ Ainv ,

Πinv (σ) :=

where the λi are the eigenvalues of ρS , and |iiS ∈ Hphys .
Hence US |iiS = |iiS for all i, and so US ⊗ 1A |ΨiSA =
|ΨiSA .
On the other hand, suppose that ρS is any mixed state
for which all purifications |ΨiSA satisfy the statement of
the lemma. Tracing over A, we find US ρS US† = ρS , i.e.
ρS ∈ Ainv . Thus, ρS is of the form

d p
X
X p
λi |iiS ⊗|iiA +
λh;χ |h; χiS ⊗|h; χiA .
i=1

h,χ6=1

L
⊗N
Set US = h Ug(h)
, then US ∈ Usym . For every choice of
g(h), we have US ⊗ 1A |ΨiSA = eiθ |ΨiSA for some global
phase θ that may depend on the choice of g(h). We have
US ⊗ 1A |ΨiSA =

d p
X
λi |iiS ⊗ |iiA
i=1

+

X p
h,χ6=1

λh;χ χ(g(h))|h; χiS ⊗ |h; χiA .

Suppose that ρS 6∈ Aphys . First, consider the case that
there is some i with λi 6= 0. Then we must have at least
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one λh,χ 6= 0. Since χ 6= 1, there exists some g with
χ(g) 6= 1. Set g(h) := g, then US changes the relative
phases in the components of |ΨiSA ; this is a contradiction to our earlier claims.
Second, suppose that λi = 0 for all i. Since ρS is
mixed, there must exist (h, χ) 6= (h0 , χ0 ) such that λh;χ 6=
0 and λh0 ;χ0 6= 0. If χ = χ0 , then h 6= h0 . Since χ 6= 1, we
can choose g(h) and g(h0 ) such that χ(g(h)) 6= χ(g(h0 )).
Again, this introduces relative phases into |ΨiSA which
is a contradiction. Finally, if χ 6= χ0 , then choose some g
with χ(g) 6= χ0 (g), and set g(h) = g(h0 ) = g. This also
introduces relative phases into |ΨiSA .
This lemma underlines the physical significance of the
relational subalgebra Aphys . We will later see that there
is an additional reason for preferring it over Ainv : in contrast to the invariant subalgebra, it admits an invariant
notion of partial trace. Furthermore, it will, in fact, be
tomographically complete for the invariant information
in the alignable states that we introduce below.
The orthogonal projection onto Hphys can be written
Πphys =

1

X

|Usym |

U ∈Usym

U=

1 X ⊗N
Ug ,
|G|

(3)

g∈G

where the second equality follows from [1, Lemma 11].
Moreover, our symmetry considerations motivate us to
define two notions of equivalence of states.
Definition 8 (Ref. [1] Definition 13). We call two states
ρ, σ ∈ S(H⊗N ) symmetry-equivalent, and write ρ ' σ, if
there exists some U ∈ Usym with σ = U ρU † . We call them
observationally equivalent and write ρ ∼ σ if tr(Aρ) =
tr(Aσ) for all A ∈ Ainv . The equivalence class of states σ
with σ ∼ ρ is denoted [ρ].
Clearly ρ ' σ implies ρ ∼ σ, but not vice versa. Furthermore, according to [1, Lemma 14], ρ ∼ σ is equivalent to Πinv (ρ) = Πinv (σ).
C.

Alignable states

So far, we have taken an operational perspective:
Above, we have asked which states are distinguishable
(and which observables measurable) by observers constrained by the quantum symmetries of a G-system. We
have seen that observationally equivalent states (say, ρ
and σ with ρ ∼ σ) agree on all predictions that can
be tested by such observers. Thus, these observers can
choose any state from the equivalence class [ρ] of ρ as
a description of the corresponding preparation procedure.
In Ref. [1], we have formulated a corresponding communication task. Two observers (Alice and Bob) obtain
a description of [ρ]. They are not allowed to communicate, but they each have to write a representative σ ∈ [ρ]
on a piece of paper. They win if σA = σB , i.e. if their
choices agree. Intuitively, some of the internal physical

structure of quantum systems described by [ρ] must be
used to overcome the symmetry and to pick an element.
One convenient choice is to take the projected state
Πinv (ρ) = Πinv (σ) from Eq. 2 as the canonical representative. In fact, in the quantum information context [19], it is sometimes argued that this is the “correct”
choice, representing an agent’s state of knowledge about
the quantum system if constrained by the symmetries
in Usym . Concretely, suppose that Alice and Bob hold
physical reference frames that both break the symmetry, but these reference frames are not aligned (i.e. uncorrelated). Then, if Alice prepares the quantum system in state ρ and sends it to Bob, Bob will assign the
state ρ0 := Πinv (ρ) to the system he obtains. This is because his description is supposed to convey a very specific meaning: the relation of the quantum system to the concrete external reference frame in his laboratory. But since he
has no idea about this relation (even if Alice sends him
a classical description of ρ), he must assign the mixed
state ρ0 .
However, in our context, the state description is not
meant to convey the relation of the given quantum system to a concrete external reference frame — it is simply meant to convey a natural and useful description of
the quantum system on which different observers without shared external frame may agree. Thus, in our context, it is meaningful to choose another representative
σ 6= Πinv (ρ), and mathematical or physical convenience
may be a reason to do so. For example, we may choose a
representative that somehow contains a smaller amount
of inconvenient superpositions to arrive at a description
that resembles more closely classical physics; this strategy is arguably at the heart of recent quantum formulations of the equivalence principle [64–66].
Let us define a class of states that admits a particularly
natural kind of representation “relative to the ith particle”. To phrase the definition, we will use the notation
i = {1, 2, . . . , N } \ {i}, and thus H⊗N = Hi ⊗ Hi , where
Hi ' H and Hi ' H⊗(N −1) .
Definition 9 (Alignable states and observables). Let i ∈
{1, . . . , N }. A state ρ ∈ S(H⊗N ) is called “i-alignable” if
there exists some σi ∈ S(Hi ) such that ρ ' |eihe|i ⊗ σi . An
analogous definition applies to observables.
That is, i-alignable states are symmetry-equivalent
to states in which the particle i factors out and becomes “located at the origin”, the unit element of the
group. Interpreting the configuration of frame i more
generally as its orientation, such states can clearly also
be aligned to “i being in orientation g ∈ G”, i.e.
are symmetry-equivalent to |gihg|i ⊗ σ̃i , where σ̃i =
⊗(N −1)
⊗(N −1)
Ug
σi Ug−1
. We can then regard σi as the description of the state “relative to particle i sitting in the
origin” since it is uniquely determined by i:
Lemma 10. If ρ ' |eihe|i ⊗ σi and ρ ' |eihe|i ⊗ τi then
σi = τi .
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Proof. We give the proof for the case of i = 1; the general
case follows analogously. If the condition of the lemma
holds,P
then it follows that |eihe|P
i ⊗ σi ' |eihe|i ⊗ τi . Write
σ1 = h,j sh,j |hihj| and τ1 = h,j th,j |hihj|, then there
is some U ∈ Usym such that
X
h,j

sh,j U |e, hihe, j|U † =

X
h,j

th,j |e, hihe, j|.

But U |e, hi = |g, hgi for some g ∈ G (and similarly for h
replaced by j). Comparing this with the right-hand side
shows that U |e, hi = |e, hi and U |e, ji = |e, ji if sh,j 6= 0.
Thus, we can simply drop U from the left-hand side, and
obtain |eihe|i ⊗ σi = |eihe|i ⊗ τi .
Alignability does not depend on the choice of i:
Theorem 11 (Ref. [1], Theorems 18 and 24). If ρ ∈
S(H⊗N ) is i-alignable for some i, then it is j-alignable for
every j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. We will then simply call ρ alignable.
Moreover, for every i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, there is a unique symmetry U ∈ Usym such that U (|eihe|i ⊗ σi )U † = |eihe|j ⊗ σj
for all alignable states ρ. If i 6= j, then this U is a proper
relation-conditional translation, i.e. cannot be written as an
unconditional global translation. Every such U induces an
(up to global phase) unique unitary (“QRF transformation”)
†
Vi→j such that Vi→j σi Vi→j
= σj . It is given by
Vi→j = Fi,j

X
g∈G

⊗(N −2)

|g −1 ihg|j ⊗ Ug−1

,

where F swaps particles i and j.
This is a discrete version of the QRF transformation
given in Ref. [40], which generalizes the QRF transformations of Ref. [38].
Not only can we express alignable states relative to
one of the particles, but also, for example, relative to
some “center of mass”:
Example 12 (Ref. [1], Example 20). Recall the “discrete circle” of Figure 1 and Example 5, i.e. the cyclic group G = Zn .
Let m1 , . . . , mN be non-negative real numbers and m :=
m1 + . . . + mN > 0. For h ∈ G N −1 , define


1
g(h) := −
(m2 h1 + . . . + mN hN −1 ) ,
m
L
⊗N
and set U := h Ug(h)
. If we interpret the mi as the masses
of the particles, then this symmetry U describes a change of
quantum coordinates from particle 1 to the “center of mass”.
We also know the following:
Lemma 13. Given two alignable states ρ ' |eihe|i ⊗ σi and
ρ0 ' |eihe|i ⊗ σi0 , the following statements are equivalent:
(i) ρ and ρ0 are symmetry-equivalent, i.e. ρ ' ρ0 ,
(ii) ρ and ρ0 are observationally equivalent, i.e. ρ ∼ ρ0 ,

(iii) for some (and thus every) i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, the states
“relative to particle i” agree, i.e. σi = σi0 .
Proof. Equivalence of (i) and (iii) follows from
Lemma 10. Clearly (i) implies (ii). To see that (ii)
implies (iii), compute (via [1, Theorem 12]) the projection of ρ ' |eihe|1 ⊗ σ1 into the invariant subalgebra
X sh,j
X sh,h
Πinv (|eihe|1 ⊗ σ1 ) =
|h; 1ihj; 1| +
Πh;χ6=1
|G|
|G|
h,j

h

using the notation
of the proof of Lemma 10 and
P
0
0
Πh;χ6=1 :=
χ6=1 |h; χihh; χ|. If ρ ∼ ρ then Πinv (ρ )
gives the same result. But σ1 can clearly be read off from
the result of this projection, hence it must be the same for
ρ and for ρ0 .
We can characterize the alignable states as follows.
This generalizes Lemma 21 of Ref. [1] to mixed states.
Lemma 14. A state ρ ∈ S(H⊗N ) is alignable if and only if
for every choice of pairwise relations h, there is at most one
classical configuration with these relations that has non-zero
overlap with ρ.
That is, for every h, there exists at most one g = g(h) ∈ G
such that hg, hg|ρ|g, hgi =
6 0.
Proof. Suppose that ρ is alignable, then it isPin particular
1-alignable. Thus, there is a state σī =
h,j sh,j |hihj|
and a symmetry U ∈ Usym such that ρ = U (|eihe|1 ⊗
L
⊗N
σ1 )U † . But U = h Ug(h)
, hence
ρ=

X
h,j

sh,j |g(h), hg(h)ihg(j), jg(j)|

which shows that ρ has the claimed property.
Conversely, suppose that for every h, there is at most
one g = g(h) such that hg, hg|ρ|g, hgi =
6 0. For those
h for which there is none, choose g(h) arbitrarily, and
L
⊗N
define the symmetry U :=
h Ug(h) . A priori, every ρ
can be written
X
ρ=
r(g,h),(l,j) |g, hgihl, jl|,
g,h,l,j

but our special condition on ρ tells us that, for fixed
h, all but one diagonal element r(g,h),(g,h) must vanish.
Hence, due to ρ ≥ 0, the corresponding coherences must
vanish as well: if r(g0 ,h),(g0 ,h) = 0 then r(g0 ,h),(l,j) = 0 for
all l, j. This shows that ρ has the form
X
ρ=
rh,j |g(h), hg(h)ihg(j), jg(j)|,
h,j

where rh,j := r(g(h),h),(g(j),j) . Hence U † ρU is of the form
|eihe|1 ⊗ σ1 .
This has an interesting consequence: while Usym
clearly preserves the set of alignable states, the latter
does not admit a linear structure.
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Corollary 15. The set of alignable pure states does not constitute a Hilbert space and the set of all alignable states is not
convex. Hence, the set of alignable states does not comprise
the set of density matrices over some Hilbert space.
P
Proof. Suppose |ψi = h∈G N −1 αh |gh , hgh i and |ψ 0 i =
P
0
0
h∈G N −1 βh |gh , hgh i are two alignable states with gh 6=
0
gh for at least one h ∈ G N −1 for which both αh , βh 6= 0.
It is clear that a |ψi + b |ψ 0 i violates the condition of
Lemma 14 for a, b 6= 0. Similarly, one shows that convex combinations of alignable states are not in general
alignable.
By contrast, the set of aligned states |eii ⊗|ψii certainly
furnishes the Hilbert space |eii ⊗ Hi , which, however, is
not invariant under Usym . It is instead invariant under
unitaries of the form 1i ⊗ Ui , where Ui is any unitary on
Hi , but these are not symmetry transformations. This
fact will be at the heart of why alignable states do not admit any symmetry-preserving dynamics which can lead
to non-trivial transition amplitudes between distinct interparticle relations.
D.

The relational trace

We should equally well be able to take the partial trace
over the third particle in this representation. However,
since this form describes particles 2 and 3 as maximally
entangled, this leads to a mixed state, and the phase θ
disappears. Paradoxically, it now seems as if the answer
was no: the phase θ is not relevant for such observers
that have only access to particles 1 and 2.
How can this apparent paradox be resolved? The answer is that the usual partial trace is inappropriate to
describe reduced states for such observers. To see how
to replace it, recall why we usually apply the partial
trace in the first place. In the standard case of, say, three
qubits, observables X12 of two qubits are standardly embedded in the algebra of three-qubit observables via
Φ(X12 ) := X12 ⊗ 1.
This map preserves all the structure of the observables:
it is a unital ∗-homomorphism, i.e. Φ(1) = 1, Φ(X † ) =
Φ(X)† , and Φ(XY ) = Φ(X)Φ(Y ); henceforth, we shall
call a map with these properties a unital embedding. If
we now have a state ρ123 of the three particles, then its
reduction ρ12 to the first two particles should give us the
corresponding two-particle expectation values,
!

In Ref. [1], we have introduced a replacement of the
partial trace for G-systems: the relational trace. Starting
point is an enigma that has been termed the “paradox
of the third particle” [59]. Consider a G-system for the
cyclic group G = Zn where n is large, and N = 2 particles in the state

1
|ψi = √ | − ai1 |bi2 + eiθ |ai1 | − bi2 ,
2
where 0 < a, b  n, and θ ∈ R. According to Lemma 14,
this state is alignable, and so is the 3-particle state
|Ψi = |ψi ⊗ |ci3 ,

where 0 ≤ c  n. Now consider the following question: Is the phase θ relevant for an observer constrained by
the quantum symmetries, if that observer has only access to
particles 1 and 2? At first sight, it seems as if observers
without access to particle 3 should hold a state that is
given by the partial trace over the third particle, which
is in this case |ψihψ|. Observers constrained by the symmetries of the G-system can physically only measure
the projection of this state into the invariant subalgebra,
Πinv (|ψihψ|). Computing this directly turns out to give
us an expression that depends on θ ([1, Eq. (13)]). Hence
the answer seems to be yes: the phase θ is relevant for
such observers.
On the other hand, such observers cannot distinguish
states |Ψi from states |Ψ0 i = U |Ψi that are related by a
quantum symmetry U ∈ Usym . Since |Ψi is alignable,
we can apply the symmetry map that transforms into
the reference frame of particle 1, and obtain

|0i1
|Ψ0 i = √ |a + bi2 |a + ci3 + eiθ | − a − bi2 | − a + ci3 .
2

tr(ρ12 X12 ) = tr(ρ123 Φ(X12 )) for all X12 ,
from which it follows that ρ12 = Tr3 ρ123 . In other words,
the partial trace is the Hilbert-Schmidt adjoint Φ† of the
embedding Φ.
In the case of G-systems, not all observables, but only
the invariant or relational ones are physically relevant
(depending on whether one is interested in describing
purifications of states, see Lemma 7). To find the analog of the partial trace, we have to find the correct map
Φ that embeds two into three particles (or, more generally, N into N + M particles). Since joining two particle
groups introduces additional invariant or relational observables that cannot be obtained from those of the individual groups alone (there are non-trivial intergroup
relations), this is the finite-dimensional analog of gluing
two subregions in gauge theories and inquiring about
how to embed subregion gauge-invariant observables
into the algebra of gauge-invariant observables of the
glued region (which contains more information than the
subregion observables) [71–79].
Since the paradox of the third particle involves
alignable states, we are in particular interested in those
invariant operators which arise as the invariant parts of
alignable observables, i.e. Πinv (|eihe|1 ⊗ X1 ). In fact, as
shown in [1, Lemma 27], we can define a natural unital embedding Φ with the following prescription:
Map the invariant part of |eihe|1 ⊗X1 to the invariant part
of |eihe|1 ⊗ X1 ⊗ 1(M ) .
It is not obvious, but can be shown that this defines
a valid unital embedding – not of the full invariant N (N )
(N )
particle subalgebra Ainv , but of the subalgebra Aalg ⊂
(N )

Ainv that is generated by the operators Πinv (|eihe|1 ⊗X1 )
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(“alg” stands for “invariant parts of alignable states”).
The resulting embedding map Φ respects the quantum
symmetries U ∈ Usym : starting with U |eihe|1 ⊗ X1 U †
instead of |eihe|1 ⊗ X1 yields the same result, since both
observables have the same invariant part. However, in
contrast to the result of applying Φ, the very definition of Φ
is implicitly constructed relative to the first particle. This
can be seen as follows. As shown in Ref. [1, Lemma 28],
for every U ∈ Usym , the following prescription defines a
(N )
(N +M )
valid unital embedding of Aalg into Aalg
:
†
Map the invariant part of U |eihe|1 ⊗X1 U to the invariant
part of U |eihe|1 ⊗ X1 U † ⊗ 1(M ) .
For different U , we obtain unital embeddings that are
in general inequivalent. In other words, the choice of QRF
matters when we take the tensor product. In Ref. [1], we
give a thorough physical analysis of this inequivalence:
different choices of embeddings correspond to different
operational prescriptions for how to access the first N of
the N + M particles.
Can we find an embedding whose definition is manifestly independent of any choice of QRF? The answer
turns out to be yes, as long as we restrict ourselves to relational observables, i.e. to Aphys :

will project it out besides tracing over the group of M
particles. Even though the relational trace will then
yield subnormalized states, these will still give us the correct reduced expectation values for all relational observables of the group of N particles only.
When we interpret the “paradox of the third particle”
scenario as having two particles embedded into three
via the manifestly relational Φ, then the relational trace
yields a definite answer to the question of the beginning of this section: yes, the phase θ is relevant for such
observers, since it appears non-trivially in the expression
Trel3 |ΨihΨ| = Trel3 |Ψ0 ihΨ0 |; see Ref. [1] for the details.
The existence of the relational trace for Aphys , and the
non-existence of an analogous notion for Ainv or Aalg ,
can be seen as a motivation to resort to the relational
states on Hphys for the description of relational quantum
physics, rather than to alignable states. We will now further explore the relation between the two. In particular,
in the next section, we will show that the two are kinematically equivalent.

III.

KINEMATIC EQUIVALENCE OF RELATIONAL
AND ALIGNABLE STATES

(N )

Lemma 16 (Ref. [1], Lemma 31). The map Φ : Aphys →
(N +M )

Aphys

, defined as

(N +M )

Φ(X) := Πphys



(N +M )
X ⊗ 1(M ) Πphys

is an embedding, but it is not unital.
As shown in Ref. [1], this map can also be written
(M )
Φ(X) = X ⊗ Πphys , from which it becomes obvious that
it is multiplicative and preserves the adjoint. There, it
(N )
is also shown that the analogous constructions for Ainv
(N )
and Aalg do not yield valid embeddings.
From this embedding, we obtain the corresponding
generalization of the partial trace:
Lemma 17 (Relational trace (Ref. [1], Eq. (29))). Define
(N )
the relational trace Trel(M ) : L(H⊗(M +N ) ) → Aphys as
(N )

(N +M )

Trel(M ) := Π̂phys ◦ Tr(M ) ◦ Π̂phys

,
(N )

where Tr(M ) is the usual partial trace, and Π̂phys (σ) :=
(N )

(N )

Πphys σΠphys .
Then, for every state ρ(N +M )
⊗(M +N )
L(H
), setting ρ(N ) := Trel(M ) ρ(N +M ) satisfies

∈

(N )

tr(ρ(N +M ) Φ(X)) = tr(ρ(N ) X) for all X ∈ Aphys .
Note that the relational trace is trace non-increasing,
but not in general trace-preserving. This is due to the
fact that states of N +M particles that are fully relational
(N +M )
(i.e. supported on Aphys ) do not in general have fully
relational local reduced states; if there is non-trivial intergroup relational data in the state, the relational trace

In Subsection II C, we have introduced a class of states
for G-systems which have a natural representation “relative to the ith particle”: the alignable states. External observers who do not share a common reference frame can
obtain a common description of such states by simply
agreeing to describe the state relative to one of the particles. These states transform non-trivially under symmetry transformations. We have also discussed the class of
quantum states that is supported on the subspace Hphys :
the relational states. These, by contrast, are invariant, i.e.
U |ψi = |ψi for all U ∈ Usym and |ψi ∈ Hphys . Thus,
the representation of these states is the same relative to
all external frames, and external observers do not need
a shared reference frame in the first place to understand
each other’s descriptions of such states. The same is true
for purifications of mixed states on Hphys as shown in
Lemma 7.
Though these two types of states thus seem a priori
very different, there is an equivalence between them.
More precisely, as shown in [1, Lemma 22], if we have
an alignable state ρ with
ρ∼

X
h,j∈G N −1

rh,j |e, hihe, j|

then its projection into the physical subspace is
Π̂phys (ρ) := Πphys ρΠphys =

X
h,j∈G N −1

rh,j
|h; 1ihj; 1|, (4)
|G|

and this gives us a one-to-one correspondence between
the physical states and the alignable states as represented relative to any one of the particles. Furthermore,
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all external-frame-independent information of ρ is contained in its projection Πphys ρΠphys onto the physical
subspace [1, Lemma 22]. Hence, the algebra Aphys of
relational observables is tomographically complete for
the invariant information in alignable states.
This suggests that the same set of (external-frameindependent) physical scenarios can be equivalently described via alignable and relational states, and that the
choice is purely conventional. In this section, we shall
demonstrate explicitly that this is indeed the case kinematically. However, in the next section, we shall then explain why this kinematical equivalence of alignable and
relational states is in general not dynamically stable, depending on what sort of symmetry-preserving dynamics the total N -particle system might be subjected to.
More concretely, in this section we shall:
(i) establish the explicit reduction transformations
mapping relational into alignable states and their
inverses,
(ii) use these same maps to reversibly transform between relational and alignable observables, and
(iii) use these reduction maps to prove equivalence of
the QRF transformations derived in Ref. [1] with
the ‘quantum coordinate transformations’ of the
perspective-neutral approach [39, 41–46, 68].
This will manifest that relational states and observables are simply (a representation of) the symmetry
equivalence classes of alignable states and observables.
In particular, specifically aligned states can be viewed
as gauge-fixed reductions of the gauge-invariant relational states, while the latter are the coherent group
averages of the differently aligned states. This is ultimately the reason why we can regard the relational
states as perspective-neutral states: they encode all the
internal QRF perspectives — hence are ‘frame perspective neutral’ — and provide the link between the latter.
Moreover, since the QRF transformations constructed
in Refs. [38, 40] are equivalent to the ones derived in
Ref. [1] (for finite Abelian groups), result (iii) will in
turn also establish equivalence of the former with the
quantum coordinate transformations of the perspectiveneutral approach, thereby linking three a priori different
formulations of QRF transformations.1
In order to establish these various equivalences, we
shall adapt the method of Refs. [44, 45, 68] to finite

1

Equivalence between the quantum coordinate transformations of
the perspective-neutral approach and the QRF transformations of
Ref. [38] has previously been shown for the continuum translation
group in Refs. [39, 41], while equivalence between the QRF transformations of Refs. [38] and [40] for the same group was demonstrated
in Ref. [40]. Here, we reveal the explicit equivalence between the
transformations in the perspective-neutral approach and the ones in
Ref. [40] for finite groups. Equivalence of the QRF transformations
for general groups of Ref. [40] with those of the perspective-neutral
approach will be demonstrated in Ref. [80].

Abelian groups. To this end, we slightly generalize our
previous description (and that in Ref. [40]): rather than
aligning or describing states and observables relative to
the reference frame particle only being “in the origin e”,
we will include descriptions relative to the frame particle being “in orientation g ∈ G”. This will permit us
to formulate two unitarily equivalent reductions from
relational to alignable states: a Schrödinger picture (or
Page-Wootters) reduction and a Heisenberg picture (or
quantum symmetry) reduction.

A.

Relational observables

Suppose we choose subsystem i as the reference system. We would like to construct a relational observable
that, loosely speaking, encodes the question ‘what is the
value of some observable fi ∈ L(Hi ) on the composite system i of interest when the reference system i is in
orientation g?’. In particular, this relational observable
shall be contained in Aphys .2 We define it as the projection of aligned observables into Aphys (cf. [44, 45, 68]):
Definition 18. The relativization map relative to reference
system i ∈ {1, . . . , N } being in orientation g is
(i)

F• (g) : L(Hi ) → Aphys
(i)

fi 7→ Ff (g) := |G| · Π̂phys (|gihg|i ⊗ fi ). (5)
i

The normalization factor |G| turns out to be necessary
for the following lemma to hold. It follows directly from
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) (see also [1, Theorem 25]):
(i)

Lemma 19. The relationalization maps F• (g) are algebra
homomorphisms:
(i)
(g)
i +bi ·ci

Fa

(i)

(g) + Fb (g) · Fc(i)
(g).
= Fa(i)
i
i
i

Relational observables thus preserve the algebraic
structure of the observables of the subsystem i of interest.

2

In continuous systems, relational Dirac observables are typically defined also “off-shell” of the constraint surface, i.e. as elements of
Akin rather than Aphys , which means as incoherently rather than
coherently group-averaged observables in contrast to here, e.g. see
Refs. [44–46, 51–53, 68, 80] within the context of constraint quantization and Refs. [19, 33–35] within the context of quantum information theory and quantum foundations. In constraint quantization,
one is usually interested in their actions on Hphys , and since the
two group-averaging procedures agree on this space [1], the choice
of definition then does not make a difference. Here, for notational
simplicity, we restrict their definition ab initio to Aphys as some of
their algebraic properties only hold when acting on Hphys . This
permits us to write all their algebraic relations without additional
restrictions.
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B.

Reducing to a frame perspective the Page-Wootters way

We would now like to construct a ‘quantum coordinate map’ from the physical Hilbert space Hphys to the
Hilbert space Hi , i.e. a map that gives us the description
of the remaining systems i relative to system i. We will
describe two unitarily equivalent such maps, beginning
here with a reduction into a relational Schrödinger picture
relative to i, adapting the method of Refs. [44, 45, 68] to
the finite Abelian group case. This can be achieved by
conditioning the relational states, which we henceforth
call perspective-neutral states as i is arbitrary, onto the
‘gauge-fixing condition’ gi = g in extension of the PageWootters formalism for quantum clocks [60]:
Definition 20. We define the Schrödinger reduction map
RS,i (g) : Hphys → Hi from perspective-neutral states to the
description of i relative to frame i ∈ {1, . . . , N } in orientation
g via
p
RS,i (g) := |G| hg|i ⊗ 1i .
(6)
As a simple example and for later reference, we set R :=
RS,1 (e).
To get a glimpse on what these maps do, note that
R|h; 1i = |hi: that is, R maps the relational state where
systems 1 hold relation h with system 1 to a state of 1
that literally is in configuration h (implicitly, thus, moving system 1 into the origin e). For alignable states, the
map RS,i (g) “reverses” the projection onto the physical subspace and translates the result by the group
element g. To see this, consider some (normalized)
alignable
state |ψi ' |eii ⊗ |ϕii , and define |ψiphys :=
p
|G|Πphys |ψi, where the prefactor is chosen such that
the resulting state is normalized. Using [1, Lemma 11],
we obtain
X
1
RS,i (g)|ψiphys = p RS,i (g)
Ug⊗N
|eii ⊗ |ϕii
0
|G|
g 0 ∈G
X
⊗(N −1)
= hg|i ⊗ 1i
|g 0 ii ⊗ Ug0
|ϕii
g 0 ∈G

= |ϕ(g)ii ,
where
|ϕ(g)ii := Ug⊗(N −1) |ϕii .
This conditional state satisfies the covariance property
⊗(N −1)
|ϕ(g)ii = Ugg0−1 |ϕ(g 0 )ii in analogy to the Schrödinger
evolution of the Page-Wootters formalism [60], which
is why we call the reduced formulation the relational
Schrödinger picture.
It will be convenient to consider the inverse of the
Schrödinger reduction map:
Lemma 21. Every Schrödinger reduction map RS,i (g) is
unitary, and the inverse R−1
S,i (g) : Hi → Hphys can be written
p
R−1
|G| Πphys (|gii ⊗ 1i ) .
(7)
S,i (g) =

Proof. To prove RS,i (g)R−1
S,i (g) = 1i , replace Πphys by
the right-hand side of Eq. (3). Since dim Hi = dim Hphys ,
we must also have R−1
Note
S,i (g)RS,i (g) = 1phys .
†
that RS,i (g) RS,i (g) = |G| |gihg|i ⊗ 1i as operators on
H⊗N . Using the twirling identity again, it follows that
Πphys RS,i (g)† RS,i (g)Πphys = Πphys , which is equivalent
to hRS,i (g)ϕ, RS,i (g)ψi = hϕ, ψi for all |ϕi, |ψi ∈ Hphys ,
the definition of unitarity.
The reduction maps allow us to rewrite the relational
observables in a convenient manner. The following two
lemmas are adaptations of results in Refs. [44, 45, 68].
Lemma 22. The conjugation of a relational observable with
the Schrödinger reduction map relative to frame i yields the
corresponding i-observable, i.e.
(i)

RS,i (g) Ff (g) R−1
S,i (g) = fi .
i

Since the Schrödinger reduction map is unitary, this defines a
one-to-one correspondence between the relational observables
and the i-observables.
Proof. Using Eq. (3) for Πphys , the statement follows from
X
(i)
RS,i (g) Ff (g) R−1
Ug⊗N
0
S,i (g) = |G| (hg|i ⊗ 1i )
i

g 0 ∈G

×(|gihg|i ⊗ fi ) Πphys (|gii ⊗ 1i )
= |G|(hg|i ⊗ fi )Πphys (|gii ⊗ 1i )
= fi .
This translates into an equivalence of expectation values:
Lemma 23. Let |ψ(g)ii = RS,i (g) |ψiphys be the state of i
when reference system i is in orientation g and similarly for
(i)
|φ(g)ii . Then hψphys | Ff (g) |φphys i = hψ(g)i | fi |φ(g)i i.
i

Proof. Using definition (5), we get
(i)

hψphys | Ff (g) |φphys i
i

(i)

= hRS,i (g)−1 ψ(g)i |Ff (g)|RS,i (g)−1 φ(g)i i,
i

and then the result follows from the unitarity of RS,i (g)
and Lemma 22.
In other words, the expectation values of the relational observables on the perspective-neutral Hilbert
space Hphys are equivalent to the expectation values of
the i-observables relative to system i.
It is now clear how to use the Schrödinger reduction maps to establish an isomorphism between relational and alignable states and observables. Defining
RS,i (g) : Hphys → |gii ⊗ Hi ⊂ H by
RS,i (g) := |gii ⊗ RS,i (g)
and its inverse by
−1

RS,i (g) := R−1
S,i (g) (hg|i ⊗ 1i ) ,

(8)
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⊗(N −2)

The statement that fj (gi , gj ) = 1i ⊗fij if [fij , Ug
]=
0 now follows immediately, using the resolution of the
identity. Conversely, suppose
X
fj (gi , gj ) = 1i ⊗ fij =
Ug (|gi ihgi |i ) Ug† ⊗ fij .

we find
RS,i (g) |ψiphys = |gii ⊗ |φ(g)ii
and
(i)

−1

RS,i (g) Ff (g) RS,i (g) = |gihg|i ⊗ fi .
i

g∈G

For later reference, we set Ri := RS,i (e) and R := R1 .
C.

QRF transformations as quantum coordinate changes

It is clear that the QRF transformation from reference
system i in orientation gi to reference system j in orientation gj is Vi→j (gi , gj ) : Hi → Hj , where
Vi→j (gi , gj ) := RS,j (gj ) · R−1
S,i (gi ),

(9)

and |ψ(gj )ij = Vi→j (gi , gj ) |ψ(gi )ii . This transformation
thus takes the same compositional form as coordinate
changes on a manifold. In particular, the Schrödinger
reduction maps assume the role of ‘quantum coordinate
maps’ and the transformation links the internal frame
perspectives on Hi and Hj via the perspective-neutral
Hilbert space Hphys which thus assumes the analogous
role to the manifold.
An observable that takes the form fi relative to system
i can be transformed into the description relative to j via
fj (gi , gj ) := Vi→j (gi , gj )fi Vj→i (gj , gi ).

(10)

In analogy to state transformations, this transformation maps L(Hi ) via the algebra of relational observables Aphys into L(Hj ). This is evident from Eq. (9) and
Lemma 22. The image observable fj in j’s perspective
will generally depend non-trivially on both frame orientations gi , gj even if fī in i’s perspective carries no
further dependence on gi . As argued in Refs. [44, 45],
the gj -dependence of the transformed observable in jperspective can be viewed as an indirect self-reference
of frame j.
Given that the frame change map will generally transform observables non-trivially, it is interesting to ask
when observables take the same form in i’s and j’s perspective. The following observation, which is an adaptation of [44, Corollary 4], shows this to be the case when
the reduced observable is translation-invariant.
Lemma 24. Suppose fi = 1j ⊗ fij . Then fj (gi , gj ) = 1i ⊗
fij , i.e. the transformed observable of ij — the complement of
ij with i 6= j — appears in the same form relative to both i
and j (and is in particular gi , gj -independent) if and only if
⊗(N −2)
[fij , Ug
] = 0, for all g ∈ G.
Proof. For fi = 1j ⊗ fij , Eq. (10) yields
X
fj (gi , gj ) =
|ggi ihgi g 0−1 |i
g,g 0 ∈G

⊗(N −1)

⊗ hgj |j Ug⊗(N −1) fi Ug0
|gj ij


X
⊗(N −1)
.(11)
=
Ug⊗(N −1) |gi ihgi |i ⊗ fij Ug−1
g∈G

Comparing with Eq. (11), this is only possible if
⊗(N −2)
[fij , Ug
] = 0, for all g ∈ G.
This construction of reduction maps and quantum coordinate changes for states and observables constitutes
the perspective-neutral approach to quantum frame covariance [39, 41–46, 68] for finite Abelian groups. We see
how the perspective-neutral Hilbert space Hphys and observable algebra Aphys encode and link the different internal QRF perspectives. The perspective-neutral structures can be viewed as an external frame-independent
description of the physics before choosing an internal
QRF relative to which one wishes to describe the N particle system.
The quantum coordinate changes can be written more
explicitly:
Lemma 25. The change of frame map (9) takes the form
X
Vi→j (gi , gj ) =
|ggi ii ⊗ hgj g −1 |j ⊗ Ug⊗(N −2) (i 6= j).
g∈G

Proof. Invoking the definitions (6) and (7) of the
Schrödinger reduction maps and their inverses, we have


Vi→j (gi , gj ) = |G| hgj |j ⊗ 1j Πphys (|gi ii ⊗ 1i )
X
=
hgj |j ⊗ 1j Ug⊗N |gi ii ⊗ 1i
g∈G

=

X
g∈G

Ug⊗(N −2) ⊗ hgj |j ⊗ 1i Ug⊗2 |gi ii ⊗ 1j

which gives the claimed identity.
Specifically, setting both frame orientations to the
identity, gi = gj = e, Vi→j := Vi→j (e, e) coincides with
the QRF transformation established in Ref. [1, Theorems
−1
18 & 24]. Similarly, Rj · Ri = Fi,j |eihe|i ⊗ Vi→j , where
Fi,j swaps particles i and j, coincides with the (finite
Abelian case of the) QRF transformation in Ref. [40].
D.

Reducing to a frame perspective via symmetry
reduction

Let us summarize an alternative, but unitarily equivalent reduction method from the perspective-neutral formulation into a QRF perspective which results in a relational Heisenberg picture. This is the quantum analog of phase space symmetry reduction by gauge fixing
and used in the original formulation of the perspectiveneutral approach [39, 41–43]. It involves an additional step which shifts all non-redundant information
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in perspective-neutral states into the (kinematical) i tensor factor and renders the chosen QRF’s degrees of freedom redundant. This can be achieved by a kinematical disentangler3 (‘trivialization’) that can be written as
a frame-orientation-conditional shift operator [46]
X
⊗(N −1)
Ti :=
|gihg|i ⊗ Ug−1
,
g∈G

where the last equality follows immediately when acting on the domain Hphys of the two maps. This immediately establishes the unitary equivalence of the two reduction methods for all frame orientations g ∈ G.4 In
particular, in the image of the Heisenberg reduction, observables now transform covariantly as ‘Heisenberg picture’ operators for G, i.e.
(i)

and is unitary for the present case of finite Abelian
groups.
Lemma 26. The trivialization map transforms the coherent
group averaging projector such that it only acts on the chosen
frame i ∈ {1, . . . , N }
Ti Πphys Ti† = Πphys ⊗ 1i ,
(i)

P
(i)
(i)
1
where Πphys := |G|
g∈G Ug . This kinematically disentangles the system of interest i from the frame i in perspectiveneutral states
1 X
|gii ⊗ |ψii ,
Ti |ψiphys = p
|G| g∈G
where ⊗ denotes the tensor product of H⊗N between the i and
i factors, and |ψii := RS,i (e)|ψiphys is a ‘relational Heisenberg state’.
The proof is straightforward and omitted. The frame
orientations thus becomes coherently averaged out.
The second step of the symmetry reduction then involves a conditioning on the frame orientation as before,
which now just removes the redundant frame information. In analogy to Definition 20 this yields:
Definition 27. We define the Heisenberg reduction map
RH,i : Hphys → Hi from perspective-neutral states to the
description of i relative to frame i ∈ {1, . . . , N } in orientation
g via
p
RH,i := |G| (hg|i ⊗ 1i ) Ti .
(12)
Let us provide some justification for why we refer to
the result as a ‘relational Heisenberg picture’. First, this
reduction map is independent of the frame orientation g
in its definition since, for finite Abelian groups, we simply have
⊗(N −1)

RH,i = Ug−1

3

RS,i (g) = RS,i (e) ∀ g ∈ G ,

It is important to note that this entanglement refers to the tensor product structure of the kinematical Hilbert space H⊗N which
Hphys does not inherit. The entanglement we refer to here is thus
only discernible relative to an external observer with access to an
external frame, however, is not internally detectable with observables in Hphys , see Refs. [44, 46] for further discussion.

⊗(N −1)

RH,i Ffī (g) R−1
H,i = fī (g) = Ug −1

fī Ug⊗(N −1) ,

while states remain fixed, constituting ‘Heisenberg
states’ for G:
RH,i |ψiphys = |ϕii = |ϕ(e)ii .
In conjunction, this section translates the “trinity” of
equivalent descriptions of physics relative to internal
QRFs established in Refs. [44, 45, 68] — the perspectiveneutral, relational Schrödinger and relational Heisenberg pictures — into the finite Abelian group context. In
addition, it establishes equivalence of this trinity with
the fourth formulation in terms of alignable states and
observables [1, 40].

IV.

DYNAMICAL INEQUIVALENCE OF RELATIONAL
AND ALIGNABLE DESCRIPTIONS

We have established a complete formal isomorphism
between the relational states and observables and those
relative to some subsystem i. Therefore, it seems like
the alignability picture and the perspective-neutral picture give us identical possibilities to describe relational
quantum physics.
However, we will now see that this is not quite true
if we consider time evolution. Recall our starting point:
we have a quantum system (“G-system”) with the property that external observers without access to the external relatum cannot distinguish states ρ and U ρU † , where
U ∈ Usym is a quantum symmetry transformation.
Suppose our system evolves unitarily via U (t) =
exp(−iHt) for some Hamiltonian H. If two states ρ and
σ are indistinguishable as a consequence of the quantum
symmetry, then the same should hold for U (t)ρU (t)†
and U (t)σU (t)† . Otherwise, if these states were distinguishable without access to the external relatum, then
this would contradict our initial assumption that observers so constrained have no means to distinguish the
two states.
Thus, this leads us to the question of which Hamiltonians – or, more generally, unitaries – preserve equivalence of states.

4

For continuous groups this equivalence is not trivial [44, 45, 68].
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A.

Symmetry-preserving unitaries

Recall that we have two notions of equivalence, and
this yields two notions of equivalence-preserving maps.
Definition 28. Let W be a unitary map on H⊗N . We say
that W preserves symmetry equivalence, or that W is SEpreserving, if for every pair of states
ρ ' σ ⇒ W ρW † ' W σW † .
We say that W preserves observational equivalence, or
that W is OE-preserving, if
ρ ∼ σ ⇒ W ρW † ∼ W σW † .
The groups of equivalence-preserving maps can be
partially characterized as follows:
Lemma 29. Let W be a unitary map on H⊗N . We have the
following chain of implications:
W ∈ Ainv
⇓
W Usym W † = Usym
⇓
W is SE-preserving
⇓6⇑
†
W Ainv W = Ainv
m
W is OE-preserving.
The symbol 6⇒ here indicates that there exist finite Abelian
groups G (e.g. Z4 ) for which this implication does not hold.
Proof. Clearly, if W ∈ Ainv then [W, U ] = 0 for all U ∈
Usym , hence W Usym W † = Usym . Let ρ ' σ, then there
exists some U ∈ Usym with σ = U ρU † . Thus
W σW † = (W U W † )W ρW † (W U W † )† ,
and W U W † ∈ Usym , hence W ρW † ' W σW † . This
proves that W is SE-preserving.
Now let ρ ∈ Ainv be any state, then U ρU † = ρ for
all U ∈ Usym , hence ρ is only symmetry-equivalent to
itself. Let σ be any state such that W † ρW ' σ. Since
W is SE-preserving, it follows that ρ ' W σW † and thus
σ = W † ρW . Thus W † ρW is only SE-equivalent to itself,
i.e. U W † ρW U † = W † ρW for all U ∈ Usym . This implies
[U, W † ρW ] = 0 for all U ∈ Usym , i.e. W † ρW ∈ Ainv .
Since the states linearly span all of Ainv , it follows that
W † Ainv W = Ainv . In turn, this implies
ρ ∼ σ ⇔ tr(Aρ) = tr(Aσ) for all A ∈ Ainv
⇔ tr(W † AW ρ) = tr(W † AW σ) for all A ∈ Ainv
⇔ tr(AW ρW † ) = tr(AW σW † ) for all A ∈ Ainv
⇔ W ρW † ∼ W σW † .
Thus, W is OE-preserving.

Conversely, suppose that W is any OE-preserving
unitary. Let |ψihψ| ∈ Ainv , and suppose that ρ is some
state with |ψihψ| ∼ ρ. Then Πinv (ρ) = Πinv (|ψihψ|) =
|ψihψ|, hence ρ = |ψihψ| since |ψihψ| is pure. In other
words, |ψihψ| is only observationally equivalent to itself.
Let σ be any state with W † |ψihψ|W ∼ σ, then |ψihψ| ∼
W σW † , and so W σW † = |ψihψ|, hence W † |ψihψ|W
is only observationally equivalent to itself. But τ :=
Πinv (W † |ψihψ|W ) satisfies Πinv (τ ) = Πinv (W † |ψihψ|W ),
i.e. τ ∼ W † |ψihψ|W , hence τ = W † |ψihψ|W , and so
W † |ψihψ|W ∈ Ainv . Since the pure states of Ainv linearly span Ainv , it follows that W † Ainv W = Ainv .
To prove the remaining non-implication, we give a
concrete example of a unitary W that preserves Ainv but
that is not SE-preserving. To this end, consider two characters χ0 , χ1 ∈ Ĝ \ {1} such that χ1 takes some value
which is not taken by χ0 , i.e. there exists some g ∈ G
such that χ1 (g) 6= χ0 (g 0 ) for all g 0 ∈ G. Such pairs of
characters exist for many finite Abelian groups (for example for Z4 by direct inspection of the character table),
but not for all of them – however, we only want to disprove general implication for all finite Abelian groups,
hence we can assume that we have a finite group for
which such a pair of characters exists. Let us define
some U ∈ Usym by picking some assignment h 7→ g(h) of
group elements g(h) ∈ G to particle relations h ∈ G N −1 .
We will pick a mostly arbitrary assignment, except that
we demand that there is some h0 for which g(h0 ) := g.
Let us describe states ρ on H⊗N via their matrix elements ρ(h,χ),(h0 ,χ0 ) := hh; χ|ρ|h0 ; χ0 i. Pick any state ρ
with ρ(h0 ,χ1 ),(h0 ,1) 6= 0. Define σ := U ρU † , then ρ ' σ.
In particular,
σ(h,χ),(h0 ,χ0 ) = χ(g(h))χ0 (g(h0 )−1 )ρ(h,χ),(h0 ,χ0 ) ,

(13)

and Eq. (13) is a necessary and sufficient condition in
general for ρ ' σ: for two states ρ and σ, we have ρ ' σ
if and only if there is some assignment h 7→ g(h) such
that Eq. (13) holds. In particular, it holds for our specific
choice of ρ and U , implying
σ(h0 ,χ1 ),(h0 ,1) = χ1 (g)ρ(h0 ,χ1 ),(h0 ,1) .

(14)

Now define a unitary W via

 |h; χi if χ 6∈ {χ0 , χ1 },
W |h; χi := |h; χ1 i if χ = χ0
 |h; χ i if χ = χ .
0
1
Due to the form of Ainv , it is clear that W † Ainv W =
Ainv . However, we will now show that W cannot be
SE-preserving. Suppose that it was SE-preserving, then
W ρW † ' W σW † , and the matrix elements of those
states would have to satisfy Eq. (13), with g(h) replaced
by some other assignment g 0 (h). In particular,
σ(h0 ,χ1 ),(h0 ,1) = (W σW † )(h0 ,χ0 ),(h0 ,1)
= χ0 (g 0 (h0 ))(W ρW † )(h0 ,χ0 ),(h0 ,1)
= χ0 (g 0 (h0 ))ρ(h0 ,χ1 ),(h0 ,1) .
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But together with Eq. (14) this implies that χ1 (g) =
χ0 (g 0 (h0 )) which is impossible. Hence W is not SEpreserving.
In particular, we see that OE-preservation is in general strictly weaker than SE-preservation. Hence, in the
following, we will mainly be interested in the former.
B.

Perspective-neutral picture: interacting particles

In the perspective-neutral picture, the G-system is in
some state of Hphys , and every unitary W ∈ Aphys
describes a possible time evolution. This is because
Aphys ⊂ Ainv , and so Lemma 29 guarantees that W preserves both symmetry and observational equivalence of
states. Moreover, we can use the Schrödinger reduction
map to describe this time evolution relative to some particle i.
To illustrate this, consider the following concrete example which is a discrete version of the model considered in Ref. [39]. As in Example 5 and Figure 1, we
choose G = Zn , i.e. the case of N particles on a circle
of n ≥ 2 discrete positions. We define the N -particle
Hamiltonian
H :=

N
X
Pi2 mod n X
+
Vi,j ,
2mi
i=1
i<j

(15)

with mi > 0 interpreted as particle masses, and the operators defined as follows. The potential Vi,j is the operator
Vi,j |g1 , g2 , . . . , gN i :=

vi,j (gi−1 gj )|g1 , g2 , . . . , gN i,

(16)

where vi,j : G → R is a real function on the group, and
we demand that vi,j (g −1 ) = vi,j (g). Since gi−1 gj = gj −
gi mod n, this potential depends only on the discrete
distance between particles i and j.
To define the momentum operators Pi , let us begin
with the case of a single particle. Any momentum operator P 0 should generate translations, i.e. should satisfy5
e

0
2πi
n `P

|gi = |g`i ≡ |g + ` mod ni.

(17)

Modifying the eigenvalues of P 0 by adding multiples of
n will leave this equation invariant. More generally, if
P 0 satisfies Eq. (17) then P 0 mod n = P (in the sense of
spectral calculus), where
P =

n−1
X
k=0

5

k|χk ihχk |,

The choice of sign differs from the usual convention in the continuous case. This will not change the physics, but it will slightly
simplify the notation. The standard convention exp(− 2πi
`P )|gi =
n
P
|g + `i can be reproduced by setting P := n−1
k|χ
ihχ
k
k |.
k=0

which we thus choose as our definition of the singleparticle momentum operator. Here, the vector |χk i ∈
H is
as |h; χk i for empty h, i.e. |χk i =
P defined −1
√1
χ
(g
) |gi. The momentum operator for
k
g∈Z
n
n
particle i becomes Pi := 1i ⊗ P . In this convention, the
eigenvalues of the momentum operator are {0, 1, . . . , n−
1}, which
P is the same as those of the position operator
X := g∈G g|gihg|, which is related to P by a discrete
Fourier transform.
Had we chosen another P 0 , then in general we would
have P 2 6= (P 0 )2 , but (P 0 )2 mod n = P 2 mod n would
still hold since P and P 0 have integer eigenvalues. This
motivates the “mod n”-terms in the definition of our
Hamiltonian H, making it independent of the choice of
momentum operator.
Our first observation is that H does not in general generate symmetry-preserving time evolution.
Lemma 30. Fix any choice of potentials Vi,j and of number
of sites n ≥ 2. Then there exist times t ∈ R and values of the
masses mi such that the evolution
W (t) := e−itH
does not preserve observational equivalence.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that W (t) is
OE-preserving for all times t ∈ R and all masses mi >
0. According to Lemma 29, this implies W (t)† AW (t) ∈
Ainv for all A ∈ Ainv . Differentiating this at t = 0, we
obtain
[H, A] ∈ Ainv for all A ∈ Ainv .

(18)

For the potentials Vi,j , we have
Vi,j |h; χk i = vi,j (h−1
i−1 hj−1 )|h; χk i,

(19)

where, as always, we set h0 := e = 0, the unit element of
the group. Being diagonal in the |h; χi basis, this implies
that Vi,j ∈ Ainv , and so [Vi,j , A] ∈ Ainv for all A ∈ Ainv .
Since H depends continuously on 1/mi , consider the
H which arises from taking the limit mi → ∞ for all
i ≥ 2. By continuity, condition (18) must still hold for
the limiting H. In particular, let k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1},
h ∈ G N −1 , and A := |h; χk ihh; χk |, then we must have
Y := [P12 mod n, A] ∈ Ainv . Now set h := j + δ mod n,
where δ ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, then j 6= h and k 6= 0 imply
hj; χk |Y |h; χk i = 0. But by the definition of Pi ,
Pi2 mod n =

2πim(`−h)
1 X
n
(m2 mod n)e
|hih`|i ⊗ 1i .
n

m,h,`

(20)
Substituting this, we obtain
n
n
hj; χk |Y |h; χk i =
hj; χk |(P12 mod n)|h; χk i
χk (δ)
χk (δ)
=

n−1
X
m=0

e−

2πimδ
n

(m2 mod n) =: fˆ(δ),
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where fˆ is the discrete Fourier transform of f (m) :=
m2 mod n. We know that fˆ(δ) = 0 for all δ ∈ {1, . . . , n −
1}. On the other hand, for all m ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1},
n−1
fˆ(0)
1 X 2πimδ ˆ
f (m) = m mod n =
e n f (δ) =
n
n
2

δ=0

which is a contradiction.
Thus, assuming that the G-system evolves according to the Hamiltonian H contradicts our symmetry assumptions that constitute the very foundation of the
definition of a G-system. However, the projection of H
into the physical subspace
Hphys := Πphys HΠphys
does describe valid time evolution: since Wphys (t) :=
e−itHphys ∈ Ainv , it preserves both observational and
symmetry equivalence. But why should we be interested in this projected Hamiltonian? The following
lemma shows the motivation for doing so:
Lemma 31. Time evolution W (t) preserves the physical subspace, hence
Πphys W (t)|ψi = Wphys (t)Πphys |ψi
for all |ψi ∈ H⊗N .
This result can be interpreted as follows. Fix any initial state |ψi ∈ H⊗N (for example some alignable state),
and consider its “illegal” (non-symmetry-preserving)
evolution according to the Hamiltonian H. Suppose
we are not interested in the full evolved state |ψ(t)i :=
W (t)|ψi, but only in its “relational part”, |ψphys (t)i :=
Πphys |ψ(t)i. Then this can be seen as the result of a
“legal” (symmetry-preserving) time evolution Wphys (t)
applied to the corresponding relational initial state
|ψphys i := Πphys |ψi.
In other words: Hphys tells us how H evolves the relational part of the states; and in contrast to H, it generates
valid symmetry-preserving dynamics.
Proof. It follows directly from the definition (16) of
the Vi,j that [Vi,j , Ug⊗N ] = 0 for all g. Similarly,
[Pi2 mod n, Ug⊗N ] = 0 for all g, which can be seen by
conjugating Eq. (20) with Ug⊗N • (Ug⊗N )† . Hence, our
Hamiltonian commutes with all global translations,
[H, Ug⊗N ] = 0 for all g ∈ G,
a result that is very intuitive given its physical interpretation. We thus also have
[H, Πphys ] =

1X
[H, Ug⊗N ] = 0,
n g

implying that [W (t), Πphys ] = 0: the time evolution preserves the physical subspace. Furthermore, note that
[Wphys (t), Πphys ] = 0, and thus
Πphys W (t) = Πphys W (t)Πphys = Πphys Wphys (t)Πphys
= Wphys (t)Πphys
which proves the statement of the lemma.
Thus, it is very well-motivated to consider the projection Hphys of H to the physical subspace, and to interpret
it as the perspective-neutral picture of the N -particle
evolution.
Lemmas 30 and 31 have an interesting physical interpretation. The momentum operators Pi (and thus the
2
P
i mod n)
P
 commute with the total momentum, Ptot :=
N
i=1 Pi mod n, which generates global translations:
2πi

2πi

P

e n gPtot = e n g i Pi = Ug⊗N . In particular, [Pi , Ug⊗N ] =
0 for all g ∈ Zn : momenta are clearly translationinvariant. Since all elements of Hphys are as well, this
shows that the Pi preserve the physical subspace, which
is ultimately the reason for the validity of Lemma 31:
our Hamiltonian generates valid time evolution when
restricted to Hphys .
On the other hand, our G-systems have a larger symmetry group Usym of relation-conditional translations. For
example, for some pair of particles j 6= k, consider the
operator ∆j,k := Xj − Xk mod n. It satisfies ∆j,k |gi =
gj gk−1 |gi ≡ (gj − gk mod n)|gi, i.e. it determines the ‘distance’ between particles j and k. Thus, it commutes with
the global translations Ug⊗N , in particular for g = 1. Let
us choose a convention for the complex logarithm by
defining log(reix ) := log r + ix whenever r > 0 and
n
0 ≤ x < 2π. Then Ptot = 2πi
log U1⊗N , thus [∆j,k , Ptot ] =
2πi
0. Now define the unitary U := e n ∆j,k Ptot . It acts as
a global translation by an amount that depends on the
distance between the particles j and k:
e

2πi
n ∆j,k Ptot

|g, hgi = Uh⊗N
|g, hgi,
j−1 −hk−1 mod n

thus U ∈ Usym . But while the total momentum commutes with U , the individual momenta do not commute
with U in general. To see this, consider the special case
N = 2 and (j, k) = (2, 1). Suppose that [P1 , U ] = 0. This
implies that [Ug ⊗ 12 , U ] = 0 for all g, and in particular
2πi
for g = 1, since Ug = e n gP1 . But it is easy to see that
(U1 ⊗ 12 )U |g, g + hi = |g + h + 1, g + 2hi,
U (U1 ⊗ 12 )|g, g + hi = |g + h, g + 2h − 1i,
where all additions are modulo n. This is a contradiction. We hence see that the momenta are not invariant observables, Pi 6∈ Ainv . If they were, then we
would have W (t) = e−itH ∈ Ainv as well, but then
Lemma 29 would guarantee that W (t) preserves observational equivalence, which it does not as we have
shown in Lemma 30.
Ultimately, demanding that an operator is invariant
under all U ∈ Usym is a much stricter requirement than
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unconditional global translation-invariance, and the Pi
do not satisfy this stricter requirement. Consequently,
time evolution according to H, considered on all of
H⊗N , must violate some of the symmetries in Usym .
In Subsection III D, we have seen that we can reduce
the perspective-neutral description to a frame perspective: for example, we can express what a state or evolution looks like “relative to the first particle”. Let us do
this now for our Hamiltonian (15).
Suppose we are given an operator X on Hphys , which
is spanned by the basis vectors |h; 1i. We have chosen the convention for labelling these basis vectors in
such a way that h denotes the relations of all other particles relative to the first particle. But relative to the first
particle, the configuration with these relations is exactly |e, hi. Thus, the description of X relative to the
first particle should correspond to an operator X̃ on
H̃1 := span{|e, hi, | h ∈ G N −1 } = |ei ⊗ H1 such that
hj; 1|X|h; 1i = he, j|X̃|e, hi.

(21)

Recall our reduction map R = |ei1 ⊗ R from Subsection III B. We have seen that it satisfies R|h; 1i = |hi. We
find that
†

Lemma 33. The N -particle Hamiltonian (15) as expressed
relative to the first particle is
H̃ =

N
X
Pi2 mod n X
+
Vi,j
2mi
i<j
i=2



N
X
1 X 2
+
Pi Pj  mod n .
Pi +
2m1
i=2
2≤i<j

Before turning to the proof, a few words of clarification are in place. The operator H̃ is by definition an
operator on H̃1 , whereas the operators Pi2 and Vi,j appearing in the lemma are defined on all of H⊗N . Hence,
for a more mathematically precise formulation of the
lemma, one should write Π1 Vi,j Π1 instead of Vi,j and
Π1 (Pi2 mod n)Π1 instead of Pi2 mod n.
Note that this is the discrete version of the transformed Hamiltonian found in Ref. [39].
Proof. The previous comment also applies to the proof:
we will sometimes omit the projectors. For example, we
will now first show that
Ṽi,j = Vi,j for all i < j,

X̃ = RXR .

by which we mean that the relation (22) holds for A =
B = Vi,j . Our first claim follows by noting that

Before we can apply this transformation to our Hamiltonian H, we need a lemma that tells us how to apply
functions to operators under this transformation:

Vi,j |e, hi = vi,j (h−1
i−1 hj−1 )|e, hi

Lemma 32. Let A and B be normal operators on H⊗N with
[A, Πphys ] = [B, Π1 ] = 0, where Π1 := |eihe|1 ⊗ 11 is the
projection onto H̃1 . If for all j, h ∈ G N −1
hj; 1|A|h; 1i = he, j|B|e, hi,

(22)

hj; 1|f (A)|h; 1i = he, j|f (B)|e, hi

(23)

then also

for all functions f : C → C applied in the sense of spectral
calculus.
Proof. The commutation relations [A, Πphys ] = [B, Π1 ] =
0 imply that A and B are block-diagonal. Furthermore,
Eq. (22) implies that the blocks A|Hphys and B|H̃ are
1
identical, up to the relabeling |h; 1i 7→ |e, hi. Therefore,
also the spectral decompositions of these two blocks are
identical (up to the relabeling). Thus, also the blocks
f (A)|Hphys and f (B)|H̃ are identical, up to the relabel1
ing |h; 1i 7→ |e, hi. But that is precisely the statement of
Eq. (23).
Applying this transformation to our Hamiltonian H,
we obtain the following result.

and comparing with Eq. (19).
Next, we claim that
P̃i = Pi for all i ≥ 2,

(24)

and thus also P̃i2 mod n = Pi2 mod n according to
Lemma 32. This can be seen by directly comparing the
matrix elements,
1 X 2πi(hi−1 −ji−1 )k/n Y
he, j|Pi |e, hi =
ke
δh` ,j`
n
k

= hj; 1|Pi |h; 1i

`6=i−1

(i ≥ 2).

However, there is a more elegant argument. Consider
2πi
the shift operator Ti := e n Pi . We have Ti |e, hi = |e, ji,
where j is the same as h, except that the (i − 1)th entry
has been increased by 1. Therefore T̃i = Ti . Moreover,
[Ti , Πphys ] = 0 and, since i ≥ 2, also [Ti , Π1 ] = 0. We
n
have Pi = 2πi
log Ti , and thus P̃i = Pi for all i ≥ 2.
2πi
Finally, consider T1 := e n P1 . Direct calculation
shows that
T1 |h; 1i = |h − 1; 1i,
i.e. each entry of h is shifted by negative one, modulo n.
A corresponding operator doing this on H̃1 is given by
T2−1 T3−1 . . . TN−1 |e, hi = |e, h − 1i.
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Thus, we can choose T̃1 = T2−1 T3−1 . . . TN−1 =
2πi
e n (−P2 −P3 −...−PN ) such that Eq. (21) holds. Now,
n
log T1 according to our definition of
since P1 = 2πi
log, Lemma 32 implies that we can choose P̃1 =
2πi
n
n (−P2 −P3 −...−PN ) . But this equals
2πi log e
P̃1 = (−P2 − P3 − . . . − PN ) mod n.
Note that the operator in brackets has only integer
eigenvalues. Since for integer s ∈ Z, we have
(s mod n)2 mod n = s2 mod n,

Proof. This can be understood via simple linear algebra: with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product
hX, Y i := tr(X † Y ), Πinv is the orthogonal projection
onto Ainv , and W † • W is an orthogonal map that preserves Ainv , hence applying it before or after the projection does not make any difference. More formally, we
Ainv
is
have hW † XW, Y i = hX, W Y W † i, and if {Xi }dim
i=1
Ainv
is
any orthonormal basis of Ainv , then {W † Xi W }dim
i=1
another orthonormal basis of Ainv , and so
X
Πinv (W ρW † ) =
hXi , W ρW † iXi
i

!
=W

we obtain via Lemma 32
(P12 mod n)˜= P̃12 mod n
= (−P2 − P3 − . . . − PN mod n)2 mod n
= (P2 + P3 + . . . + PN )2 mod n


X
Pi Pj  mod n.
= P22 + . . . + PN2 +
2≤i<j

This proves the claimed form of H̃.
An interesting upshot of this lemma is that relative
to the first (and therefore any) particle, the Hamiltonian will always feature interaction terms between the
remaining particles in 1 due to the Pi Pj -terms arising through solving the discrete total momentum constraint. This is in particular the case when Vi,j = 0 for all
i, j, so that the total Hamiltonian H of the perspectiveneutral level in Eq. (15) is free.
C.

Time evolution in the alignability picture

X
hW † Xi W, ρiW † Xi W

W†

i

= W Πinv (ρ)W † ,
proving the claim.
This allows us to answer the question above:
Theorem 35. Let W 1 be some unitary on H1 which is implemented by an OE-preserving unitary W as in Eq. (25). Then
there are d := |G|N −1 complex phases eiθ1 , . . . , eiθd and a
d × d permutation matrix P such that, in {|hi}-basis,

 iθ
e 1


..
W1 = P 
.
.
eiθd

In particular, W 1 cannot create any superpositions of classical configurations |hi, and the only Hamiltonians generating
time-continuous evolution of this kind are of the form
X
H=
Eh |hihh|
(Eh ∈ R).
h∈G N −1

In this picture, the G-system is in some alignable state
|ψi, which is dynamically equivalent to |ei1 ⊗ |ϕi1 for
some |ϕi ∈ H⊗(N −1) . What are the possible time evolutions “relative to the first particle”? Such time evolution
should be described by a global unitary W which acts
as6
W (|ei1 ⊗ |ϕi1 ) = |ei1 ⊗ W 1 |ϕi1 .

(25)

Which unitaries W 1 can be implemented if we demand
that W preserves (at least observational) equivalence?
The discussion around Corollary 15 already indicates
that there cannot be many such unitaries. To answer this
question in more detail, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 34. If W † Ainv W = Ainv then Πinv (W ρW † ) =
W Πinv (ρ)W † .

Remark. The theorem also holds if we alternatively
assume that W is SE-preserving: due to Lemma 29, this
is an even stronger condition than OE-preservation.
Proof. Define wh,j := hh|W 1 |ji, then
W (|eihe|1 ⊗ |mihm|1 ) W † = |eihe|1 ⊗

X

In principle, it would be sufficient to demand symmetryequivalence except of identity, but we can always absorb the corresponding symmetry U ∈ Usym into the definition of W .

wh,m wj,m |hihj|.

According to [1, Lemma 22], applying Πinv to this expression yields
X wh,m wj,m
h,j

|G|

|h; 1ihj; 1| +

X |wh,m |2
h

|G|

Πh;χ6=1 .

(26)

On the other hand, the same lemma implies
Πinv (|eihe|1 ⊗ |mihm|1 ) =

6

h,j

1
Πm ,
|G|

(27)

P
where Πm =
g∈G |g, mgihg, mg|. Since W is OEpreserving, Lemma 29 tells us that W † Ainv W = Ainv ,
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and thus Πinv (W ρW † ) = W Πinv (ρ)W † for all ρ due to
Lemma 34. Hence, conjugation of (27) with W must
give us (26): in particular, both expressions must have
the same sets of eigenvalues. But the eigenvalues of (27)
are 0 and 1/|G|, and so |wh,m |2 ∈ {0, 1} for all h and m.
Since W 1 is a unitary matrix, this means that every column (or row) contains exactly one entry of the form eiθ
for some phase θ ∈ R. Hence we can write W 1 in the
claimed form.
Thus, we see that time evolution for alignable states
is severely limited: if we demand that time evolution
preserves the symmetries of the G-system — at least in
the weak sense of OE-preservation — then no superpositions of distinct relations h can ever be created. This
is in stark contrast to relational states which allow dynamics corresponding to all unitaries on Aphys , admitting non-zero transition amplitudes between all distinct
relations h.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

We have provided a systematic and fairly complete
analysis of quantum reference frames subject to a finite
Abelian group symmetry principle, extending our earlier work [1]. The setup is, on the one hand, simple
enough to permit a rigorous information-theoretic analysis and, on the other, sufficiently rich so as to explore
many of the conceptual and structural conundrums appearing also in setups with more complicated symmetry groups. Finite Abelian groups thereby offer an
ideal testbed for quantum reference frame physics and
even (lattice) gauge theories. We have taken advantage
of this to characterize structures associated with constraint quantization from an information-theoretic perspective that appear in the perspective-neutral approach
to quantum frame covariance. We have further revealed
the relations between different approaches to QRFs, especially the “alignability” and perspective-neutral approach, the latter of which also encompasses the PageWootters and relational observable formalisms often invoked in quantum gravity and cosmology.
In particular, in conjunction with Ref. [1], this article offers several compelling arguments in favor of the
perspective-neutral physical Hilbert space Hphys and
the associated algebra of Aphys relational observables:
• The subspace Hphys is the maximal subspace of
states that can be purified in an external-frameindependent manner.
• In contrast to the invariant (incoherently groupaveraged) algebra Ainv , the (coherently-averaged)
algebra of relational observables Aphys admits
an unambiguous and invariant notion of partial
trace — the relational trace — generalizing the standard partial trace to contexts with symmetry. For

this reason, the perspective-neutral approach does
not feature the ‘paradox of the third particle’ [1].
• The set of alignable states admits no non-trivial
symmetry-preserving unitary dynamics with nonvanishing transition probabilities between distinct
subsystem relations. By contrast, Hphys admits
non-trivial transitions between arbitrary subsystem relations.
We can rephrase this finding as follows. If there
are actual physical G-systems in nature, subject to the
corresponding symmetry principles but evolving nontrivially in time, then it is inconsistent to assume that
these systems are for all times described by alignable
states. In contrast, it is consistent to assume that these
systems are described by relational states of Hphys , and
the consistency of this perspective-neutral description is
preserved under time evolution and composition.
Several of these observations have their root in the
fact that Hphys is a proper Hilbert space that is automatically invariant under symmetries. As such it
comes with a non-trivial set of observables and dynamics with coherence across different subsystem relations.
By contrast, the set of invariant, i.e. incoherently groupaveraged states, while forming a convex set, does not
constitute the full set of density matrices over some
Hilbert space and the set of pure alignable states is not
even a Hilbert space. Lastly, the set of pure states that
are already aligned to a given frame does form a Hilbert
space, however, its unitaries are not part of the symmetry group. This severely restricts the possibilities for observables and transformations that can be applied to invariant, alignable and aligned states, while remaining
consistent with the symmetries.
This is also ultimately the reason why the “alignability” and perspective-neutral approaches are kinematically equivalent, yet dynamically inequivalent — when requiring symmetry-preservation. It is clear from Sections III B and IV B, however, that the dynamics on
perspective-neutral states is equivalent to the reduced
dynamics on aligned states. The price one pays is that
the latter is not a symmetry as observed above; indeed,
since it has to leave the reference frame state invariant
(e.g., leave the frame particle in the origin) while nontrivially evolving the remaining degrees of freedom, it
actually changes the relation between the frame and
its complement (which is invariant under symmetries).7
This highlights that insisting on symmetry-preservation
in the context of alignable and aligned states is an unnecessarily rigid concept. Indeed, since any particle in

7

For the reader familiar with gauge theories, note that there is a
difference in nomenclature here. What we call symmetries would
in gauge theories be called field-dependent gauge transformations,
while the transformations changing the relation between the frame
and the remaining degrees of freedom are called ‘symmetries’ [72,
79]. For consistency with our quantum information based nomenclature in Ref. [1], we call these concepts differently here.
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our model can assume the role of a reference frame, it is
clear that one needs to permit the relation between the
frame and its complement to change if one is to obtain
a non-trivial dynamics that permits transitions between
different subsystem relations.
The results of this paper and our previous publication [1] can be seen as steps towards an axiomatic and
operational approach to relational quantum physics.
Such relational ideas are relevant in gauge theories
or quantum gravity, where internal quantum systems
have to be promoted to reference frames in certain
contexts. However, the standard methods to do so
— via relational observables [2–9, 42–45, 51–53], the
Page-Wootters formalism [44, 45, 50, 56, 60–63], or edge
modes [71–79] — tend to sweep certain questions under the rug which are center stage in quantum information theory: what is the role of measurement in such approaches? Do these approaches represent the only possibilities to formulate quantum theory relationally? How
should we think of an observer that concretely assigns
states relative to internal quantum systems? What happens to the quantum information about other systems contained in conditional states relative to a quantum rod or
clock?
Here and in Ref. [1], we have answered several of
these questions for the case of finite Abelian symmetry
groups. This contributes to the goal of achieving a foundational understanding of relational quantum physics
from first principles. It is now well-known that the complete Hilbert space formalism of quantum theory — in
its ordinary formulation that implicitly assumes perfect

external rods and clocks — can be derived from such
principles [83–89]. Achieving a similar reconstruction
of the most general formulation of relational quantum
physics would not only improve our understanding of
it, but might also provide us with a clearer operational
perspective on the meaning of its formalism in quantum
gravity and beyond.
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